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ABSTRACT
The scope of the present thesis was to investigate whether we can improve the quality of our
solutions for a retailer's transportation network by employing probability distributions to
model freight demand. The quality of the solutions was assessed in the basis of transportation
cost and service level. The research work was based on a large scale LP optimization tool,
called Stochastic Flow Analyzer. SFA attempts to match transportation capacity to demand by
optimally assigning the network flows to either the private fleet or to for-hire carriers.
Using SFA we designed a set of annual plans for the retailer's network. Each plan assigned a
number of drivers at each of the domiciles. In order to evaluate the performance of each plan
we simulated the demand for 26 weeks. We showed that there is a trade-off between
transportation cost and service level. Stochastic solutions were performing better in terms of
cost but in the same time deterministic solutions were achieving higher service levels. We
concluded that the best probabilistic solution was the one where we used the empirical
distribution function to model lane demand. However, the deterministic solution with refined
fixed volumes offered 5% higher service level, it is easier to implement in real life operations
and the increase in transportation cost was less than 4%.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr Christopher G. Caplice
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1 Introduction
One of the most difficult questions that US retailers have to address today is how to minimize
logistics cost and maintain high service levels while facing issues such as fuel prices volatility
and transportation capacity shortages. The key is how to design a high performance
transportation network. In order to assist the retailers' decision making process the MIT/CTL
Freight lab has developed an optimization tool which we call Stochastic Flow Analyzer
(SFA). SFA is a steady state model which conducts large scale optimization based on the
principles of Linear Programming. The overall objective is to reduce transportation cost by
optimally assigning fleet resources at each of the network's domiciles while maintaining high
service levels. SFA attempts to match capacity to freight demand by producing tactical plans
which dictate how network flows should be divided between the internal fleet and the for-hire
carriers.
In most network optimization tools used in industry the lane demand is assumed fixed, usually
using the average volumes. SFA can also produce plans based on deterministic means. But
real freight demand is stochastic and its variability should be taken into account during the
planning process. Over-planning means larger than necessary fleet sizes resulting in idling
capacity. On the other hand, under-planning means increased dependency on for-hire carriers
resulting in higher cost and poorer service levels. Thus, there is a lot to be gained by
considering the demand variability and adjusting capacity appropriately. In the present
research project we investigated whether we can achieve that by using probability
distributions to model the lane demand.
Our work was based on four standard models, Poisson, Binomial, Uniform and Normal and
the empirical distribution function (ecdf) derived by the demand histograms. All of the
stochastic scenarios were compared to a set of three deterministic cases, constructed with
different assumptions about the fixed volumes. The analysis was conducted on a small sub-
section of a large retailer's national network. We will refer to them as the "Company" in the
present thesis. SFA produced a set of fifteen annual plans. Each of them was associated with a
specific demand assumption and resulted in a number of drivers (or equivalently fleet size)
per domicile. Then, in order to evaluate the performance of each scenario we simulated the
real demand for a period of 26 weeks based on historical data.
The thesis starts with an overview of the trucking industry and important background
information which help to understand the rest of the material. In chapter 3 we discuss the kind
of data obtained from the Company and the pre-processing procedures used. Chapter 4
presents the distribution models we used and the assumptions we made in order to fit them
into our data. After that we describe the main principles of SFA and how it functions. The two
final chapters of the thesis contain the most important pars of our research work. We start
with how we produced the fifteen annual plans and explain how each one of them implies
different fleet sizes at the domiciles. Then, we describe the simulation work we conducted in
order to evaluate the performance of our plans and the results we obtained. Lastly, at end of
the thesis we summarize our findings, discuss the implications and suggest possible future
research steps.
2. The Trucking Industry
2.1 Trucking Industry Overview
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS, 2006) every year more than 20
billion tons of freight with value about $15 trillion is transported over 5 trillion ton-miles
within the United States. Trucking (including for-hire and private use) is the most frequently
used mode, moving an estimated 70% of the total value, 60% of the weight, and 34% of the
overall ton-miles. One out of every 15 people working in the private sector is employed in a
trucking related job in sectors such as manufacturing, retail, food, construction and
transportation. The annual revenues of the trucking sector are estimated close to $500 billion
dollars (the exact value depends on measurement assumptions) or about 4% of US Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). From every angle, trucking is one of the largest and more important
industries in the US.
"If you got it, a truck brought it"
Farm Consumer
Distribution Center Store
Figure 1: The role of trucking industry in our society (TruckInfo, 2009)
The trucking option remains the most popular shipping choice for the majority of the
businesses. Figure 2 plots the distribution of total freight by mode in terms of revenues and
tonnage. In general, trucking dominates the shipments of less than 500 miles distance with rail
preferred for longer distances.


















Figure 2: Freight distribution by mode (American Trucking Association, 2009)
In the period 1990-2006 the trucking tonnage increased nearly 40% and in the same time
trucking revenues almost doubled. It is projected that freight shipments via truck will increase
about 30% by 2020 and revenues will increase close to 70% by the same time (American
Trucking Association, 2009). These estimates are based on data before the financial crisis of
2008; therefore it is highly unlikely that the trucking industry will expand that strongly.
Nevertheless, whatever the actual growth rate will be the conclusion remains the same; the
trucking industry will continue to dominate the transportation sector in the foreseeable future.
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2.2 Types of Fleets
We can define three main types of fleets: Private Fleets, Dedicated Fleets and For-Hire Fleets.
In the case of private fleets the shipper owns or leases the assets, e.g. straight trucks, tractors,
trailers. The fleet is part of the company's distribution network and daily operation, which
now includes responsibilities such as maintenance and repairs. The drivers are employees of
the company. Table 1 shows statistics for the top 500 private fleets in the US categorized by
industry. From these statistics, we observe that in the retail and food industries, internal fleets
play a very important role. In addition, table 2 lists the top ten owners of straight trucks and
tractors. The second column is of more importance to us since in the present thesis we focus
on tractor-trailer equipment.
IndustryTotal Straight Tractors TrailersVehicles Trucks
Concrete / Cement 29,279 20,033 2,546 3,768
Construction 98,083 91,482 6,601 31,482
Food / Beverages 190,466 111,008 79,458 141,273
Manufacturing / Processing 64,115 54,759 9,356 24,662
Petroleum/ Gases / Chemicals 96,262 72,924 23,338 44,027
Retail / Wholesale 106,387 83,107 23,280 89,110
Sanitation / Scrap 69,318 64,914 4,404 14,448
Business or Home Services 133,598 128,754 4,844 19,338
Utilities / Services 371,334 368,424 2,910 52,799
Total 1,158,842 995,405 156,737 420,907
Table 1: Top 500 private fleets in the US by sector (FleetOwner, 2008)
The Dedicated fleets are not owned by the company but they are exclusively used under
contractual agreements between the shipper and the carrier. The obvious advantage of
dedicated vs. private fleets it that capital expenditures are substantially reduced. In addition,
they offer flexibility to the shipper since the fleet size can be adjusted in response to market
condition in much shorter period (depends on contractual terms) and with smaller economic
penalties. Finally, the capacity is guaranteed resulting in more stable operations (Mulqueen,
2006). For the purposes of our research we treat private and dedicated fleets as identical. This
is a sufficient assumption for our analysis due to the similar cost structures, which we
describe in a later section.
Straight Trucks Tractors
AT&T PepsiCo
Verizon Coca Cola Co.
Comcast Sysco
PepsiCo Wal-Mart
Republic Services US Foodservice
Waste Management Dr Pepper Snapple Group
Time Warner Cable BJ Services
The ServiceMaster Co Dean Foods
Tyco International (US) Tyson Foods
Cintas Corp Haliburton Energy Services
Table 2: Top fleets by equipment type (FleetOwner, 2008)
The third type of fleets is the for-hire carriers. They are employed when the private and
dedicated capacity has been exhausted or because they can execute the particular movement at
lower cost. They are contracted from the shippers to move their goods from an origin to a
destination at a specified rate. The shipper may require multiple pickups and/or deliveries,
which are usually charged extra. For-hire carriers are divided in Less-Than-Truckload (LTL)
and Truck-Load (TL) carriers depending on the weight of the load. The border line between
the two is usually loads above 10,0001bs (Mulqueen, 2006) (Harding, 2005). In the present
thesis we are only interested in full TL movements between two locations.
The shippers usually have contractual agreements with common carriers but in the extreme
they can also seek additional capacity in the TL spot markets via brokers. Under the
agreement the company assigns certain freight lane volume to a carrier for a period of time,
usually a year or two. Each lane can be negotiated individually or as part of a bundle of lanes
where the shipper promises the carrier loads in all of those lanes. For example, the shipper
agrees that for the specified period the carrier will be hauling 50% of the volume in a set of
freight lanes, regardless of its variation. On the other hand, the carrier may request minimum
number of loads for a certain rate to apply, minimum loads per week and other similar clauses
(Mulqueen, 2006).
At first glance, it seems that under the TL contracts the company can secure the necessary
capacity for its operations and there is no need for dedicated fleets. However, these contracts
are not as binding as dedicated capacity agreements. The carriers even under contract can
reject loads either due to capacity constraints or due to economic reasons. In most cases, the
penalty for the shipper is small since a replacement carrier is willing to take over at an
equivalent rate. Nevertheless, these unplanned events increase uncertainty in daily operations
and can increase total freight expenditures up to 10% (Harding, 2005). Obviously, a carrier
who rejects loads frequently pays the consequences of becoming an unreliable business
partner for shippers.
2.3 Industry Concentration
The TL trucking industry is very large and highly fragmented. There are about 350,000 for-
hire trucking companies in the US, generating more than 200 billion dollars in annual
revenues. The industry is highly competitive in the sense that there are limited entry/exit
barriers and a large number of small firms. The extreme cases are the owners-operators, i.e.
people who own a single truck and drive it themselves, who are usually employed by trucking
companies. The following table contains data from the U.S. Census Bureau highlighting the
concentration in the trucking industry (Vadali et al, 2007).
8 largest firms 209 26428 12.6
50 largest firms 47795610 28.9
Figure 3: Concentration in the TL Trucking Industry (Vadali et al, 2007)
This low degree of concentration has resulted in highly competitive rates among the for-hire
carriers. This is obviously very positive from the shipper's perspective and eventually for the
end consumers, assuming that these savings are reflected to the prices of goods. It is estimated
that for every dollar in revenue the trucking company has a cost of 95.2 cents or in other
words it makes a profit of 4.8 cents (DOT, 2006). The following graph plots for a period of
ten years the profit margins for companies with annual revenues of more than 3 million.
Profit Maigin of Caniers with at least $3SMillion amual revemie
a I
133 4 1993 396 19; 1991
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Figure 4: Profit Margins after Interest and Taxes (Vadali et al, 2007)
Finally, the next table summarizes the top ten for-hire carriers in the US in a revenues basis
for the years 2004, 2005. While the data is more than three years old, the companies listed are
still the industry leaders.
Company Revenues ($ millions)
2004 2005
Swift Tranportation Co. 2,826 3,197
Schneider National 2,875 3,145
J.B. Hunt Tranport Services 2,786 3,127
Landstar System 2,019 2,517
Werner Enterprises 1,678 1,971
U.S. Xpress Enterprises 1,105 1,164
Crete Carrier Corp 820 925
CRST International 617 732
NFI Industries 603 645
Covenant Transport 603 643
Table 3: Top ten trucking companies (Logistics Management, 2007)
2.4 Private vs. For-Hire Fleet Costs
As we mentioned before, due to similarities we are treating dedicated and private fleets as
equivalent options and from this point onwards we will be using the term private fleet(s).
However, the cost structures of private fleets and for-hire carriers are substantially different.
From the company's standpoint, i.e. the shipper, the internal fleet is associated with both fixed
and variable costs while the for-hire carrier is mostly variable. For-hire carriers charge the
shippers a freight rate per mile or per load depending on the load and its origin and
destination. Fixed items such as stop-off charges also exist but they are usually less important
(Mulqueen, 2006).
For private fleets, the company purchases or leases the physical assets, e.g. trucks and trailers.
Consequently, it is responsible for regular maintenance and repairs. In addition, the drivers
are employees of the company and their wages are another cost element. Insurance,
Department of Transportation (DOT) licenses, taxes, depreciation, training expenses and other
similar items complete the list of fixed costs in the sense that they are not affected directly by
the miles driven. Of course, all of the above can be translated to cost units per mile and added
to the variable cost of fuel. The largest of all the cost components are as expected the capital
expenditures, wages and fuel (Trucking Industry Assocation, 2009) (Min, 1998). The next
table summarizes the main cost elements of both private and for-hire fleets.
Carriage Elements
Private Cost of buying or leasing fleet
Depreciation cost
Insurance cost
Maintenance / Repair cost
Fuel cost
Drivers salaries I wages
DOT licenses & truck taxes
Drivers training cost
For-Hire TL freight rate per mile
Detention charge
Stop-off charge
Claim processing fee per damage /
loss
Table 4: Private vs. For-Hire cost elements (Min, 1998)
From the above, it is clear that the most important consideration when deciding to build a
private fleet is utilization since fixed costs are incurred regardless of whether the assets are
used or not. The shipper wants to minimize empty miles and dwell time, i.e. time the fleet is
idle, which degrade utilization. As a result, private (and dedicated) fleets are most effective
when the company is able to minimize operating inefficiencies. If the shipper can achieve
both, then usually the private fleet option is cheaper. Otherwise, switching to for-hire carriers
might be preferable in terms of cost. Nevertheless, some companies in order to achieve higher
levels of service choose to sacrifice the utilization of their assets, i.e. increase empty miles,
and probably re-evaluate the benefits the for-hire option (Harding, 2005)(Min, 1998).
As we explained, in the case of common carriers, charges vary depending on origin-
destination pairs and loads. Additionally, different carriers will quote a different rate for the
same freight lane. This is because rates depend on how well the particular lane fits in a
carrier's network. This is less important when the shipper has no internal fleet, since he can
freely choose between different carriers. However, when some of the lanes are reserved for
the private fleet and only the rest are offered to carriers, the situation is more complex. This is
because most of the times the desirable lanes, in terms of volume, variability and similar
metrics, are reserved for the fleet. As a result, the lanes offered to for-hire carriers are unlikely
to fit well into their networks. When such problems arise, the company should aim to
minimize the total transportation cost by working closely with the carriers. For example, some
lanes that were originally assigned to the fleet should maybe be offered to carriers along with
some less desirable ones (Mulqueen, 2006).
Finally, we should mention that companies are increasingly looking in improving their fleet
utilization by moving other shippers' freight. In this way, not only empty miles are reduced
but in addition the fleet is now generating revenues. Obviously, implementing such schemes
in a non trivial task and among other things they require increased coordination and trust
between the shippers and sufficient IT infrastructure.
2.5 Service Quality & Other Considerations
As we explained in the previous section, it makes economic sense for a company to build a
private fleet only if it can ensure high operating efficiencies. Nevertheless, service quality is
another important consideration. The perception among companies is that private fleets offer
higher service levels than for-hire carriers. This is mainly due to the tighter control over daily
operations but also because the internal fleet can carry out special services that common
carriers would not perform or would charge extra, e.g. multiple stops. In addition, private
fleets tend to minimize losses and damages (Mulqueen, 2006).
For many retailers, private fleets are preferred for outbound legs, i.e. from the company's
warehouses and distribution centers (DCs) to stores or customers' locations, and for local
distribution due to the service level considerations. In the first case, internal fleets ensure
control over delivery schedules and better response to store or customer needs, for example
emergency shipments. In the retail sector, as in our case, store replenishments are crucial and
must be executed accurately in certain time periods. Of course, another important reason that
private fleets are usually utilized only in outbound legs is that there is sufficient volume in
contrast to inbound loads, but this more of a cost consideration.
For local distribution, as in dense metropolitan areas, in addition to the requirements for tight
schedules the truck usually makes multiple stops. This is because orders for stores or
customers in small radius are consolidated. These low volume multi-stop tours are constrained
more by delivery times than vehicle space. The private trucks can carry out these short trips
with high utilization, i.e. low cost, and ensuring acceptable service levels. For example, in the
foodservice industry there are on average 20-25 deliveries per truck per day for order up to
few thousand pounds placed on the previous day (DOT, 2006).
It is interesting to compare local frequent deliveries to geographically isolated customers who
place fewer and much larger orders. Common carries tend to handle better the latter cases. In
the present research, we explained that our freight network consist of only full truckloads
from an origin to a destination. Thus, the local delivery scenario in not relevant but it is
discussed here for completeness.
Finally, private trucks offer marketing advantages since they act as rolling billboards. A large
private fleet with company logos traveling daily all over the US helps greatly in establishing a
corporate presence in the market at no additional cost. No advertising campaign can match
that. However, in cases of accidents or similar adverse situations this publicity can also hurt
the image of the company. Finally, the company drivers act as representatives and assuming
that they are adequately trained and well-mannered, they can help build strong vendor and/or
customer relationships.
3. The Data
The data analyzed comes from a large database containing more than two million shipments
over a 52 week period. Each entry represents a full truckload (TL) movement with origin and
destination points somewhere within North America. There are three main kinds of locations:
a vendor (V), a store (S) and a distribution center (DC). Based on this information, we were
able to define a network of about 15,000 freight lanes. Each lane consists of a single origin-
destination pair and a sample of 52 observations representing the number of TL movements
for each week of the year.
The origins and destinations are defined by their postal codes for the case of vendors and
stores and also by their unique identification number for the case of distribution centers. In
order to simplify our network, we aggregated the vendor locations to 3-digit zip codes while
keeping the stores at the 5-digit level. For example, V300 refers to all vendor locations within
the 300 zip code area while D1000 refers to the unique distribution center with id number
1000. Using the coordinates associated with these postal codes, we estimated the lane
distances, necessary in order to calculate the transportation costs, by using the great circle
approximation.
We decided to restrict our attention to the two most significant kinds of lanes: inbound and
outbound. Inbound lanes are moves from vendors to distribution centers (V-DC) while
outbound moves are from distribution centers to stores (DC-S). Furthermore, we only
considered direct movements from an origin to a destination. In other words, we did not allow
for relays in our transportation network. Finally, we focused only in dry van movements, the
majority of the loads. All of the above reduced the number of freight lanes in the national
network from 15,000 to about 10,000.
3.1 Defining the Network to be Analyzed
We defined a sub-network large enough to represent adequately the real one. It consisted of
493 freight lanes or about 5% of the complete network. The following table summarizes the
statistics of our sub-network and the graph plots the distribution of the average weekly
volume for our lanes.
Total Freight Lanes: 493
Inbound Lanes (Vendors - DCs): 229
Outbound Lanes (DCs - Stores): 264
3 Distribution Centers: D1000, D2000, D3000
264 Store Locations (5 digit zips)
200 Vendor Locations (3 digit zips)
Minimum Distance Between two Locations: 0.7 miles
Maximum Distance Between two Locations: 2170 miles
Average Distance Between two Locations: 365 miles
Total Number of Loads (52 weeks): 115,579
Average Weekly Loads for the Network: 2,223
Total Inbound Loads: 32,068
Total Outbound Loads: 83,511
Inbound / Outbound Loads Split: 1 : 4
Average Weekly Volume: 4.7 TLs
Standard Deviation of Weekly Volume: 5.2 TLs
Max Total Annual Loads for a Lane : 2427
Min Total Annual Loads for a Lane: 1
Table 5: Network Statistics
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Figure 5: Distribution of Average Weekly Volumes for all Network Lanes
3.2 Basic Statistics & Demand Profile
As we explained above, for each freight lane we obtained a sample of 52 observations
representing the weekly demand (number of full truckloads) for a full year. The first step in
our statistical analysis was to calculate for each lane the average weekly demand and its
standard deviation. This would help us understand better the demand profile out network.
There is a very large demand variation both in time and between different lanes. There are
lanes with very low demand, for example only a single TL for the whole year, and lanes with
consistent demand throughout the year. For all lanes we constructed the demand histograms.
Below, we include four examples for very different lanes in terms of freight demand.


































































3.3 Seasonality and Correlations
Apart for the demand variation between lanes, we also observed that in some cases there were
demand spikes for few of the 52 weeks. The first thing we asked was whether seasonal
phenomena could explain these spikes. The analysis revealed some small peaks during the
weeks just before Thanksgiving. However, the increase in demand was low in all cases, less
than 10%. We concluded that seasonality was not significant in our data and that most of the
spikes were occurring due to other reasons. For example promotional activities, new products
1 2 3 4 S 10 11 I
introduction, infrastructure breakdowns, etc. Of course, all of the above amplify demand
variability and introduce more uncertainty into our data.
We also examined correlations between our freight lanes. Strong correlations affect the fleet
capacity required for a network. For example, if two lanes are positively correlated the fleet
capacity assigned should be more than what is needed to cover their expected (average)
demand. This is because demand peaks in the two lanes will coincide. On the other hand,
negative correlations mean than maxima in one lane are compensated from minima in the
second lane. Thus, the company can simply divert appropriately the excess capacity. Based on
our analysis we determined that no strong correlations existed in our network. As a result, we
proceeded by assuming demand independency in our freight lanes. The table below
summarizes the correlation coefficients for seven inbound and seven outbound lanes.
Correlations Matrix - Inbound Lanes
D1000 V001 V002 V003 V004 V005 V006 V007
V001 1.000
V002 0.115 1.000
V003 -0.145 -0.390 1.000
V004 -0.212 0.088 0.053 1.000
V005 -0.049 -0.352 0.128 0.171 1.000
V006 0.059 -0.219 -0.069 -0.048 -0.008 1.000
V007 0.036 0.021 0.373 -0.118 -0.064 0.020 1.000
_Outbound Lanes
D1000 S00001 S00002 S00003 S00004 S00005 S00006 S00007
S00001 1.000
S00002 -0.291 1.000
S00003 0.043 -0.103 1.000
S00004 -0.032 -0.061 0.009 1.000
S00005 0.075 -0.198 -0.078 0.086 1.000
S00006 0.098 -0.217 0.140 0.109 0.011 1.000
500007 0.145 -0.032 0.063 -0.047 0.113 0.345 1.000
Table 6: Correlation Matrix for seven inbound and seven outbound lanes
4 Stochastic Modeling
From the above discussion it is clear that the freight demand in our network is probabilistic.
Therefore, tactical and operational decisions should not be based purely on deterministic
means, such as the average annual freight volumes. Instead, it is necessary to employ more
advanced knowledge in order to model the random nature of the demand in our lanes. There
are many approaches to stochastic modeling. One of the most popular and the one which we
used in our analysis is probability distributions.
The probability distributions assign probability to the event that a random variable takes a
specific discrete value or falls within a specified range of values. In the first case we talk
about discrete distributions while in the second case about continuous. Both categories are
theoretical distributions and they are based on assumptions about a source population.
Distributions such as the Normal are called parametric because we assume that our data
follows a model that can be described by certain parameters. There are also non-parametric
models where the model structure is determined from the data and is not defined a priori. For
example, the histogram is the simplest non-parametric estimate of the probability distribution
(Kotz, 2006).
For each freight lane we obtained a sample of 52 observations, i.e. the weekly demand for a
whole year. We divided each 52 weeks sample into two equal time periods. We used the first
26 weeks to fit the various distribution models into our data and the remaining 26
observations were used during the simulation phase of our research, which we describe in
later sections.
The first question we had to answer was whether to use continuous or discrete models. Due to
the discrete nature of our data, i.e. number of weekly TLs, and to less extend the small size of
our sample (26 observations), we chose to base our work on discrete models. We employed
three well known parametric models, the discrete Uniform, the Poisson and the Binomial.
Nevertheless, we decided to include in our analysis the Normal distribution due to the simple
fact that people understand better the concept of normal distributed demand and therefore can
be used as a benchmark for the rest of our results.
Apart from these standard models we also used a non-parametric distribution, the histogram,
from which we can define the empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf). The empirical
distribution uses the historic data to construct a staircase function that assigns probability 1/n
to each of the n observations in the sample. If the sample comes from a distribution in a
parametric family, e.g. the normal distribution, its ecdf will resemble the parametric
distribution. Otherwise, the sample's empirical distribution is just an estimate of the cdf of the
unknown distribution that generated the data (Mathworks, 2009).
In the next sections we outline the fundamentals of the discrete probability models we used in
our analysis and the assumptions we had to make in order to fit each of them in our samples.
4.1 Poisson Distribution
The Poisson distribution can be defined as the probability that there are exactly k arrivals
during an interval of length T. In our case, the interval length is one week and the number of
arrivals represents the number of TLs during the week. The distribution is characterized by a
positive shape parameter X, called the arrival rate, which indicates the average number of
events during an interval T (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 2008). The probability mass function of
the Poisson distribution is given by the following formula:
* P(k, ) ,- where X = arrival rate, k = No of arrivals in T
k!
Below there are plots of the Poisson distribution for four different values of X:
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Figure 7: Poisson distribution plots (NIST & Sematech, 2006)
There are two important assumptions inside the definition of the Poisson distribution. Firstly,
the probability P(k,T) is the same for all intervals of the same length T. In addition, the
number of arrivals for a specific interval is independent of the history of arrivals outside this
interval (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 2008). Obviously, neither of the assumptions is strictly true in
our case but for the purposes of our analysis will assume that both of them hold.
In order to fit the Poisson distribution into our freight data, we had to estimate for each case
the shape parameter X. The unbiased maximum likelihood estimator of the shape parameter is
simply the sample mean. Below we include an example of a random freight lane with
estimated X = 4 (i.e. sample mean = 4). The graph consists of the cumulative distribution
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Figure 8: Cumulative distribution and Poisson fit
4.2 Binomial Distribution
The Binomial distribution is defined as the number of successes in N independent Bernoulli
trials, each with a probability of success p (a Bernoulli trial or experiment has only two
possible outcomes, a success and a failure, e.g. tossing a coin). The Binomial distribution
assumes that the probability p is constant for all N trials and that the outcome of previous
trials does not affect the outcome of future trials (memoryless property) (Bertsekas &
Tsitsiklis, 2008).
In our case, we also assumed that the number of trials N represents the maximum number of
TLs observed for a week in our 26 weeks sample and p is the probability of observing a TL in
any given week. For example, if for a specific lane we observed at most 20 TLs in a week
during the 26 weeks period, the probability of observing 10 TLs in a random week is the
probability of 10 successes in 20 Bernoulli trials. The probability mass function is given by:
* P(k,p,N)= N! pk -- p)N-k, fork=0,1,2, ... N.
k!(N - k)!
Below we include plots of the Binomial distribution for N = 100 trials and four different
values of p, the probability of a success. By comparing those plots with the Poisson ones
(Figure 7), we observe that the Poisson distribution has "fatter" tails than the Binomial, i.e.
assigns higher probability to values further away from the mean. This as we explain in later
sections has an impact in our analysis and our results.
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Figure 9: Binomial Distribution Plots (NIST & Sematech, 2006)
In order to fit the Binomial distribution to our samples, we had to estimate the value of p for
each freight lane. The unbiased maximum likelihood estimator is calculated by dividing the
sample mean with the number of trials N (Evans, 1993):
S = = sample mean, N = number of trialsN'
Note that we can also use estimators to approximate the value of N for a given sample. Our
assumption for the value of N, as it was described above, is believed to be sufficient. We use
another random freight lane as an example. The sample mean for this lane is equal to 34
TLs/week while the maximum number of TLs observed was 45 resulting in a value of p =
0.75 (p = 34/45). The red curved line below shapes the approximate cumulative Binomial fit
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution and Binomial fit
4.3 Discrete Uniform Distribution
The Discrete Uniform distribution assigns equal probabilities to a set of finite possible values.
The probability mass function is defined as:
1
* f(x) = , where A = minimum and B = maximum values respectively
B-A+1I
In our case, the Uniform distribution implied that any number of TLs from a given set was
equally probable to occur in any of the 26 weeks. The only difficulty was how to set the end
points, i.e. how to estimate the values of A and B, from the observed data for a given lane. We
could have used the maximum likelihood estimators as we did previously for the Poisson and
Binomial distributions. These are defined as (NIST & Sematech, 2006):
* A = midrange(X 1, X 2 ... Xn) - 0.5*range(X1, X2 ... Xn)
* B = midrange(Xi, X2 ... Xn) + 0.5*range(X1, X2 ... Xn)
The estimators are straightforward to calculate but they are biased. As an alternative, the
method of matching moments is often used to get a better fit. The estimators are now defined
as (Y = sample mean and s = sample standard deviation):
" A= k-43s
" B = R +43s
Note that all the expressions above refer to continuous data and they should strictly be
translated to discrete equivalents. A simple method we used to approximate that is as follows:
a) Estimate A, B using the appropriate expressions
b) Use the closest integer values for A and B which exist in the sample
In order to explain better the above logic and illustrate the differences between the maximum
likelihood and the matching moments methods, we include the following simple example
based on a random freight lane. The minimum and maximum TLs for a week observed during
a whole year for this lane were 1 and 11 respectively. Thus, we calculated the estimators as:
Maximum Likelihood: A = 1, B = 11 and f(x) = 1/11 = 0.091
Method of Moments: A = 0.1, B = 8.3 and using the closest integer values
=> A = 1, B = 8 and f(x) = 1/8 = 0.125
The difference between the two methods is that the maximum likelihood estimators are
heavily influenced from extreme values. Therefore, we believe that by using the method of
moments we were able to achieve a better fit to our data. The graph below consists of the
cumulative distribution function along with the approximate Discrete Uniform fit (as a
straight line) based on the method of moments. It is clear that more weight is given on the
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Figure 11: Cumulative distribution and discrete Uniform fit
4.4 Quality of Probabilistic Models Fit
Our assumption that a single probabilistic model can represent the demand in all of our freight
lanes is clearly a very important one. There is no doubt that any of the four standard models
(Normal, Poisson, Binomial, Uniform) can be a good fit for only some of the total 493 lanes
in our sub-network. In this section, we present one of the goodness of fit tests we carried out
for our lanes in order to highlight the shortcomings of our assumption.
The test is based on the chi-square goodness of fit test which examines whether a sample
came from a population with a specific distribution. The test is applied to binned data and can
be used to any univariate distribution for which we can estimate the cumulative distribution
function (cdf). We prefer it to the other popular tests, the Anderson-Darling and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov because these are applicable only to continuous distribution models.
The test is very sensitive to the sample size and the way the data is binned (as rule of thumb
each bin should contain more than 5 elements). After the data is grouped we calculate the test
statistic using the following formula (Kotz, 2006)(Evans, 1993):
2 (observed - exp ected) 2
expected
The test statistic follows a chi-square distribution with (k - m) degrees of freedom, where k is
the number of non-empty bins and m the number of parameters estimated from the sample
data (e.g. the sample mean). After we have calculated the value of the test statistic we
compare it with the tabulated value for the same degrees of freedom and the desired
significance level (e.g. 5%). If the estimated value is larger than the tabulated one, we reject
the hypothesis that the sample comes from the specific distribution. Otherwise, we cannot
reject the hypothesis and it is likely that the sample comes from a population that follows the
distribution we examine. The above phraseology is important in the chi-square tests since we
cannot say that we accept the hypothesis but only that we cannot reject it. This is because the
test is not conclusive and should only be used as an indicator (NIST & Sematech, 2006).
Table 7 and Figure 12 contain the histogram of our freight lane along with the expected
values under the Poisson and Binomial assumptions. We used Excel's function to calculate
the p-value. The p-value is a probability and just another way of expressing the test statistic
(for more details one can refer to any statistics textbook). More importantly, in our case if the
p-value is smaller than the significance level we reject our hypothesis.
Volume Frequency Poisson Binomial Normal D.Uniform(Observed) (Expected) (Expected) (Expected) (Expected)
0 9 7.748 4.726 5.939 8.667
1 13 14.750 14.543 11.941 8.667
2 15 14.041 17.903 14.598 8.667
3 7 8.911 11.019 10.852 8.667
4 5 4.241 3.391 4.905 8.667
5 3 1.615 0.417 1.348 8.667
Table 7: Histogram and expected values
Poisson Distribution p-value: 0.82
Binomial Distribution p-value: 0.0004
Normal Distribution p-value: 0.41
D.Uniform Distribution p-value: 0.03
Figure 12: Histogram and expected values
According to the Chi-square test, we should reject the hypothesis that our sample comes from
a Binomial or a Discrete Uniform distribution but it is likely that it comes from a Poisson or
Normal. Therefore, when for example we assume that the demand in all of our freight lanes
follows a Binomial distribution, we know a priori that this is a strong simplification.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that there are cases where we can question the chi-square
outcome based on the cumulative diagrams. This is not surprising since we explained that the
accuracy of the test is limited. For example, Figure 13 plots the cumulative distribution for
another random freight lane along with the approximate cumulative binomial fit as a curve.
The outcome of the chi-square test was to reject the hypothesis that the sample comes from a
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Figure 13: Cumulative demand diagram for random lane and Binomial fit
As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, the whole purpose of our discussion was to
highlight the weaknesses of our assumption. We know that statistically it is strictly not true
that a single distribution model can represent the demand in all of our freight lanes. We will
be certainly losing some information for a number of our lanes. However, we believe that the
assumption was still sufficient for the purposes of our analysis. The intrinsic uncertainty in
our data due to the reasons we mentioned before (e.g. promotions) and other assumptions
such as the 3-digit zip vendor aggregation were influencing our analysis at least as strongly.
In the next section we present a methodology which attempted to improve the lane demand
modeling. This was done in order to examine whether more accurate modeling could indeed
improve the quality of our solutions. If that was the case, it would be worthwhile to target
future research into applying more advanced statistical methods to model freight demand.
4.5 Heuristic to Choose Between Binomial and Poisson Distributions
We explained in the previous section the shortcomings of assuming that a single distribution
model can represent the demand in all of our freight lanes. We also argued that for the
purposes of our analysis this assumption is adequate. Yet, in order to test the importance of
accurate demand modeling we decided to move a step further in our distribution fitting.
Instead of a single model, we used both Poisson and Binomial distributions and we separated
our 493 freight lanes into two groups. One group consisted of all lanes where the demand
distribution is closer to Poisson and the second where the distribution is closer to Binomial.
This was a simple improvement in our demand modeling. If it was to produce better solutions
to our problem, then it would motivate more advanced statistical analysis in the freight
demand modeling of our network.
The most straightforward procedure to decide whether we should choose Poisson or Binomial
for a freight lane was to carry out chi-square tests for all of our lanes. However, carrying out a
chi-square test is mostly a manual process and would require a significant amount of time to
complete all the 493 tests. Instead, we chose an alternative and faster route. We defined a
simple heuristic which is based on the statistical observation that the Poisson distribution
assigns higher probabilities to the tails, i.e. extreme values. In other words, the Binomial
distribution is more centered around the sample mean. This is clear in the next graph, where
we plot the expected values of both Poisson and Binomial distributions with a sample mean of
5 TLs/week. Forgetting other observations we can make, it is clear that the Poisson
distribution is heavier tailed.
Figure 14: Poisson vs. Binomial Distributions for same sample mean
Based on this logic, we would expect that the Poisson distribution is a better fit for lanes with
larger standard deviations (i.e. distributions with heavier tails). Indeed that was confirmed
from a number of chi-square tests that we carried out. We include the details for one of the
chi-square tests we conducted in Appendix A. What was not clear from the beginning was
whether we could define a cut-off ratio so that we could group the lanes appropriately. In
order to achieve that, we calculated for all our lanes the ratio of sample mean to sample
standard deviation (x/s). The average value of the ratios was 2.361 and the median was
1.418. A cut-off ratio, changing from Poisson to Binomial, appears to exist at about 1.5, i.e.
sample mean = (1.5 x sample standard deviation).
What this means is that for all lanes with ratios of less than 1.5, the Poisson distribution is
likely to be a better approximation. As we did in the previous sections, we need to emphasize
that the chi-square tests are not conclusive but should be only used as an indication. While we
cannot be certain, we have statistical evidence to believe that for all lanes with I/ s < 1.5 the
Poisson distribution is a better candidate while for ratios larger than 1.5 the Binomial
distribution seem to result in a better fit.
To sum up, based on a number of chi-square test we conducted on our freight lanes we were
able to define a simple heuristic: for all lanes calculate the ratio of mean to standard deviation;
for ratios less than 1.5 choose the Poisson distribution; for ratios larger than 1.5 choose the
Binomial distribution. Below we summarize the outcome for ten chi-square tests we
conducted on random freight lanes. In the "Test Outcome" column we list the distribution
which resulted in the higher p-value. The last column consists of the ratios we calculated and
we can see that our heuristic would result in the same conclusions (remember our heuristic
says for ratios > 1.5 to choose Binomial, for ratios < 1.5 to choose Poisson).
Poisson Binomial Test Sample Standard Mean /
p-value p-value Outcome Mean Deviation StDev
D1000 S00001 0.000 0.042 Binomial 5.000 1.029 4.859
D3000 S00002 0.432 0.113 Poisson 1.154 1.500 0.769
D3000 S00003 0.864 0.000 Poisson 0.365 0.595 0.614
D3000 S00004 0.000 0.120 Binomial 6.942 0.938 7.405
D3000 S00005 0.080 0.000 Poisson 2.692 2.331 1.155
V001 D2000 0.350 0.016 Poisson 0.308 0.643 0.479
V002 D3000 0.004 0.050 Binomial 1.654 1.046 1.582
V003 D1000 0.138 0.000 Poisson 1.981 1.488 1.331
V004 D2000 0.001 0.342 Binomial 3.096 1.287 2.405
V005 D3000 0.727 0.822 Binomial 9.192 2.672 3.440
Table 8: Chi-square tests on ten freight lanes
5 Stochastic Flow Analyzer (SFA)
Our research work used a Linear Programming (LP) optimization model which we call
Stochastic Flow Analyzer (SFA) or simply the optimizer. The model was developed by Dr.
Francisco Juaffred. SFA is a steady state model which conducts large scale optimization. The
objective is to optimally assign the network flows to either the company's private fleet or to
for-hire carriers. In the present research we investigated whether we can improve the quality
of our solutions by using probability distributions to model the freight demand in our
transportation lanes. More details are presented in the following sections. Here, we briefly
describe how the SFA model works.
Every LP problem consists of a linear objective function which we attempt to either minimize
or maximize, subject to a set of linear constraints. In other words, we define a mathematical
model based on linear expressions which attempts to find the best solution in our problem
while satisfying some requirements. In our model the objective function and the constraints
are as follows:
Objective Function: minimize {Fleet Moves Cost + Expected For-Hire Moves Cost}
Subject to: i) Lane Cover
ii) Available Driver Hours at Domicile
iii) Fleet Forced Volumes
Thus, we attempt to minimize the network's transportation cost based on three constraints.
The first constraint stated that demand in all freight lanes should be satisfied. In addition, we
cannot assign more fleet loads than the available driver resources in each domicile. Finally,
the third constraint exists for the case we would like to manually assign certain lane loads to
our fleet. Mathematically the above can be expressed as follows*:
min C ctx+ Z PaLoss, v + Z W (li, lo)1
te{Tours) a {Freight Lanes)} e{(Truck Lanes) 1o e{Truck Lanes, 1 ;el }
s.t.
x2 v,+ W, (li,1)+ 1 w 0 (1)jJ V1 e {Truck Lanes}
te Tours adjacent ae{Freight Lanes) li e{Truck Lanes) lo e{Truck Lanes}
Z Htx 5 Ld LVd e {Domiciles)
t e{Tours starting at Domicile d}
laneMin,  C xt  laneMaxy VI e {Truck Lanes
t Tours adjacent(to lane I
Where, xt= loads in a tour
va = loads assigned to fleet
wa = loads assigned to fleet through relays (zero in our case)
ct = fleet cost for that load
1 = truck lane
pa = penalty or equivalently the for-hire rate
Ht = driver hrs required for that load
Ld = available driver hrs per domicile
* All mathematical formulations in this section of the thesis come from a working paper from Dr Chris Caplice
and Francisco Juaffred of the MIT/CTL freight lab.
In the objective function the for-hire assignments are modeled through a Loss function, i.e. no
direct for-hire variable. The Loss functions are used to estimate the cost associated with the
event that the true value is different from a planned value. In our case, the Loss function
represents the for-hire cost due to the fact that the actual freight volume in a lane was higher
that the planned or estimated volume. We go through a simple example in order to explain the
cost structures and the use of the Loss function. Consider a simple transportation lane between
a Distribution Center (DC) and a store (S). We have two options; the fleet option where the
fleet truck transports the load to the store and returns empty to the DC or we simply pay the
for-hire carrier to execute the load movement:
Fleet Option
............................... m pty ............................ .... F or-H ire C arrierEmpty
DC S DC s
Full
Let d = distance DC-S (miles), c = fleet rate ($/mile), p = for-hire rate ($/mile),
X actual volume (TLs), w = planned volume (TLs/week), D(x) demand function
Then,
Fleet Cost = c 2d -w
If,
(1) D(w) < X => use fleet only
(2) D(w) > X => excess demand goes to for-hire carrier
As we explained, Loss Function = what we pay to the for-hire carrier. Thus:
(1) Loss Function = 0
(2) Loss Function = [D(w)- X ] p
=> Loss Function = E[p -d -max(0, D(w) - X)]
We can now define the marginal cost of both options,
Fleet Marginal Cost = 2 c- d
For-Hire Marginal Cost = aLoss(x) / x = p d P(D(w) > X)
In equilibrium these two are equal:
2-c-d= p.d.P(D(w)2 X)




Figure 15: Graphical representation of marginal costs equilibrium
If for-hire rate, p -> oo => everything goes fleet, P(D(w) 2 X) = 0
If for-hire rate, p < 2c => everything goes to for-hire carrier, P(D(w) > X)= 1
In general, the fleet's marginal cost is the freight lane's shadow price. This is the change in
the optimal value of our objective value if we relax our constraint and allow one more fleet
assignment for that lane in our solution. In simple words, for a given set of assumptions it
makes economic sense to assign loads to the fleet up to this value (X*), the planned volume.
Finally, we should comment that the linear cost assumption is a simplification which has its
shortcomings. For example, the cost penalty imposed is the same when actual volume for a
lane is 5 TLs more than planned for one week or 1 TL more than planned for five consecutive
weeks.
Now that we explained how we use the Loss Function we can formalize its expression in the
way we have written it into our general formulation at the beginning of this section. Let ya =
fleet level for lane a, and u = a continuous random variable (Caplice & Juaffred, 2009):
Loss [y ]= (u-Ya) fa(Ya)du= j P(U >u)du
Ya Ya
The discrete approximation for the above expression is:
Loss [y, ] Pa (U > u)
U=Ya
This discrete approximation is very helpful because that way the Loss Function can be
represented in LP formulation as a set of linear constraints. This can be written as follows:
E[yIa] = min Sa
s.t.
Sa 2 Loss[y],i]- P(U > ya,i)(a - ),i) i E (Sample points}
In order to understand the meaning of the Loss Function consider what that formulation
implies for the case of a distribution with long (or fat) tail, i.e. a distribution with high
probabilities assigned to extreme values. In that case, the Loss Function gives a large value,
i.e. the hatched region in Figure 15 is large, which means that the For-Hire cost is increased.
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The only difference compared to the initial formulation is the simpler objective function and
the one added constraint that comes from the Loss Function representation as a LP model.
We should comment that SFA is a steady state model. Given the weekly freight volumes for
each lane (whatever the distribution assumption might be), the model carries out the optimal
fleet / for hire assignments. In other words, the optimizer produces a weekly plan. Then it
assumes that this plan repeats each week unless we change our assumptions about the lane
demand.
To finish with, most of the optimization tools used in industry rely on the assumption of fixed
volumes in the network's freight lanes. SFA is attempting to move a step forward by
considering the demand distribution when producing a plan. In the next sections we present
how we used SFA to design a set of annual plans based on various demand distribution
assumptions and how we tested the robustness of each plan.
6. Annual Plans
The underlying scope of our research was to examine whether we can improve the quality of
our network solutions by using probability distributions to model the freight demand in our
transportation lanes. The analysis was based on two components; firstly the design of a set of
annual operational plans and then a simulation part to test the performance of each plan.
Using the probabilistic models and the historical data we described in the previous sections,
we were able to derive the required set of plans. In each case we were able to estimate the
fleet size at each of our network's domiciles, which in our analysis can only be a DC, and a
projected cost for each solution.
The procedure to get the annual plans was as follows: each time we were starting by
providing the optimizer with demand information for each lane according to the demand
distribution assumption. Then, the optimizer was used to produce a set of tours based on the
volumes in our freight lanes that minimized the expected transportation cost. Each tour was
assigned a number of loads to be served by the fleet while the expected residual demand was
to be left to the for for-hire carriers, i.e. the excess demand over the planned volume.
We need to be clear about what the number of fleet assignments means and what it does not
mean. The planned fleet volume is the maximum number of weekly loads that the fleet can
execute for a freight lane. If the actual volume for a given week happens to be less than this
planned value, we have excess capacity sitting at the domiciles. In the case it is more than the
planned volume, we utilize all the available capacity and the excess TLs go to the for-hire
carriers. Graphically this was explained in Figure 15.
We produced a set of fifteen annual plans based on different assumptions for the demand at
the lane level. The benchmark scenarios assumed deterministic demand based on the historic
averages and standard deviations. Deterministic demand means a fixed number of TLs per
week for each freight lane for all weeks. One would initial consider that this fixed number
should be the average historic volume for a lane. That was our first deterministic scenario
which we will be calling "Deterministic Average". However, this would mean that on
expectation half of the future weeks the demand would be higher than the assigned volume.
This obviously would result in increased cost due to the extended use of for hire carriers.
Consequently, we had to assign more loads to each lane. This was achieved by setting the
fixed volume equal to the historic mean plus twice the sample standard deviation ( Y + 2 s ).
For example, if we assume normal distributed demand we know that 95.5% of the cases the
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Figure 16: Normal Distribution probabilities (NIST & Sematech, 2006)
While the logic behind the first two deterministic scenarios is clear, it is apparent that the first
one is very naive and the second one very conservative. Thus, a priori we knew that their
performance would be poor. With that in mind we designed a third deterministic scenario,
which we call "Deterministic Corrected". Now the fixed volume is based on the aggregate
demand at the DC level and then it is distributed to the different lanes in and out of that DC.
Popescu and Lokhandwala (2009) from our research lab showed that for 98% service level
(defined by the Company as an external input) and independent lane demand, the fixed
volume for each lane should be set to: + 2 -s / J, where n = number of lanes at that DC. A
small modification compared to the Deterministic Base case.
The rest of the scenarios consisted of six pairs. In the first case of each pair we were assuming
stochastic demand for both inbound and outbound lanes while in the second case we were
assuming stochastic and deterministic demand respectively (with volumes fixed similarly to
the Deterministic Base scenario). For the purposes of our research, that we were trying to
examine the effect of stochasticity in our freight lanes, the first case of each pair would
suffice. But in the same time, we included the second case because of the company rules we
described in previous sections; in real life demand in outbound lanes must be covered by the
Company's fleet, assuming in effect deterministic demand. The tables below summarize the
fifteen scenarios and the associated assumptions:
All: Both Inbound (Vendors - DCs) and Outbound (DCs - Stores ) lanes
Histogram: Empirical distribution based on lane demand histogram
Scenario ID Demand Assumption
1 All Histogram
2 Inbound Histogram, Outbound Deterministic
3 All Normal
4 Inbound Normal, Outbound Deterministic
5 All Poisson
6 Inbound Poisson, Outbound Deterministic
7 All Binomial
8 Inbound Binomial, Outbound Deterministic
9 All Uniform
10 Inbound Uniform, Outbound Deterministic
11 All either Poisson or Binomial
12 Inbound Pois/Binom, Outbound Deterministic
13 All Deterministic Average
14 All Deterministic Base
15 All Deterministic Corrected
Table 9: The fifteen different scenarios
As you can see, in five of the pairs (scenarios 1-10) we were assuming that the same
distribution model can represent demand in all freight lanes. Only for two scenarios (12-13)
we modified our assumption and we used two models, Poisson and Binomial, based on the
heuristic we presented in page 37. We have explained the shortcomings of our assumptions in
the previous sections and that we used the last case to test whether more advance probabilistic
modeling would be beneficial.
Finally, we explained that the optimizer is a steady state program which means that the plans
produced assume that the same week repeats throughout our time horizon, a whole year in our
case. This is why the simulation work which we explain in the next section was important in
order to reach any conclusions. We develop a weekly operational plan which dictates the
number of drives we should allocate to each domicile and is associated with a projected cost.
But unless we examine the actual cost or in other words the robustness of each plan, any
conclusions are meaningless.
6.1 Optimizer Running Parameters
In Table 10 we list a number of parameters that are used by the optimizer. Their values were
chosen so that SFA produces feasible solutions in reasonable amount of time. This is a very
important constraint for the case we want to design an annual plan for the complete network.
Remember that in the present thesis we restricted out attention in a small part of the whole
national network (about 5%). Clearly, different assumption regarding the fleet and for-hire
rates would have resulted in different projected cost. However, for the scope of our analysis
any reasonable assumption would have worked.
Parameter Name Value
Fleet Rate $1.95 per mile
For-Hire Rate $2.50 per mile
Fleet Max Leg Distance 1000 miles
Fleet Max Tour Distance 2750 miles
Engine Max Tour Generation 1,600,000
Max Tour Empty Miles Fraction 0.3
Driver Speed 60 mph
Driver Loading/Unloading Time 1hr
Driver Availability 40 hrs
Duty Time 11 hrs
Rest Time 0
Table 10: Model Running Parameters
The fleet rate encompasses all cost elements associated with the fleet, e.g. salaries,
equipments, maintenance etc. The for-hire rate is what the carrier asks in order to execute a
load. Obviously, in real life there are numerous different rates between for-hire carriers and
for different transportation lanes, but we ignored that here. The fleet maximum leg distance
(or lane distance) and the maximum tour distance are restricted by the truck driver regulations
and the Company's operational rules. The engine maximum tour generation affects the time
the optimizer is allowed to look for potential tours. Larger values require more time and
resources in order to find a solution. The value was chosen so that the optimizer could
produce good solutions in reasonable time (very important when considering the whole
network). The maximum tour empty miles fraction limits the empty miles driven in any tour
to 30% of the total tour distance. Driver speed, loading and unloading times could have been
set to any reasonable value. Finally, we discuss the last three parameters in few paragraphs
below where we explain how we calculated the number of drivers per domicile for each plan.
6.2 The Fifteen Annual Plans
As we explained, for each plan the optimizer output consisted of a set of tours which based on
our assumptions minimized the expected cost of our transportation network. All these tours
were to be covered by the fleet and they were assigned a number of loads. The residual
demand, at the lane level, was to be left to the for-hire carriers. This expected volume would
obviously vary depending on the demand distribution assumption. First we present the table
summarizing the fleet assignments. Remember this is the maximum value that can be
assigned to the fleet, i.e. the planned volume. In a random week the actual fleet loads can be
less but can never exceed the planned value for each scenario. Similarly all of the other values
listed refer to projected maximum levels.
There are several observations we can make. To start with, as expected different demand
assumptions result in different lane and tour loads assigned, i.e. the planned volumes. The
deterministic base case results in the highest planned volume because of the assumption that
we must cover demand two standard deviations above the average weekly volume. This is
also apparent when comparing between pairs, e.g. H-H and H-D. In all cases when the
outbound demand is assumed deterministic the loads assigned increase. Obviously, the
projected cost depends on the fleet assignments; the highest the planned volume the highest
the projected cost. While all of these observations are interesting, we should remember that
the foremost goal of this research part was to determine the drivers at each domicile according
to each annual plan. This is explained in the next section. No other conclusions could be
drawn by looking only on this data.
Note the following notation that is used for the demand assumption column in all of the
following tables: H = Histogram, N = Normal, P = Poisson, B = Binomial, U = Uniform, D =
Deterministic, Avg = Average, Cor = Corrected. In each case the first letter refer to inbound
lanes and the second letter to outbound lanes. For example, H-D means inbound Histogram -
outbound Deterministic.
Table 11: Fleet only statistics
The next table summarizes the expected for-hire assignments. It should be clear by now that
this is the expected residual demand, i.e. the volume over the planned value, which makes
economic sense to leave to the for-hire carriers. Therefore, the for-hire cost is an expected
value. For a random week the actual for-hire volume and cost can be lower or higher. This is
different to the fleet case, where as we explained both volume and cost can be lower but they
can never exceed the listed (the planned) values. Notice that the all Poisson scenario (5) is
assigned more loads than the all Binomial one (7). This is due to the point we made in section
Demand Lane Loads Tour Loads Total Tour Total Total TourScenario ID Distance Emptyri  ID Assumption per week per week (miles) Miles Cost ($)(miles) Miles
1 H-H 1,219 901 164,228 49,400 320,244
2 H-D 1,707 1,368 253,842 91,705 494,992
3 N-N 1,266 944 179,207 55,329 349,453
4 N-D 1,701 1,356 257,152 91,364 501,447
5 P-P 1,197 878 166,852 48,521 325,362
6 P-D 1,687 1,349 257,885 91,831 502,876
7 B-B 1,222 911 180,036 54,692 351,071
8 B-D 1,675 1,351 259,148 93,255 505,340
9 U-U 1,084 772 115,360 29,436 224,952
10 U-D 1,736 1,361 247,290 85,890 482,216
11 P/B-P/B 1,222 912 180,056 54,835 351,109
12 P/B-D 1,675 1,352 259,273 93,498 505,582
13 D-D Avg 1,308 1,039 205,783 71,699 401,278
14 D-D Base 2,019 1,515 317,144 99,106 618,430
15 D-D Cor 1,419 1,126 223,399 77,612 435,629
4 about the Loss function and how distributions with fatter tails results in higher values of
residual demand, i.e. the for-hire assignments.
Scenario Demand Loads per For Hire
ID Assumption week Cost ($)
1 H-H 1,195 1,022,729
2 H-D 1,353 1,111,628
3 N-N 1,207 1,050,103
4 N-D 1,379 1,145,922
5 P-P 1,230 985,323
6 P-D 1,300 1,028,351
7 B-B 1,088 942,563
8 B-D 1,307 1,062,682
9 U-U 1,644 1,330,395
10 U-D 1,393 1,142,688
11 P/B-P/B 1,067 902,589
12 P/B-D 1,288 1,022,967
13 D-D Avg 1,023 943,389
14 D-D Base 1,697 1,790,865
15 D-D Cor 1,114 1,039,921
Table 12: For-Hire only statistics
Finally, in the last table we combine the information from the two first tables. We should be
very careful about the meaning of the values listed. The total number of loads and total
projected cost is the summation of two different things: the maximum fleet values, or
equivalently the planned values, and the expected for-hire values. This is why we have
emphasized many times already that no conclusions can be drawn by using these results
alone. There are useful only in conjunction with the simulation work presented in following
sections.
Total Cost perScenario Demand Total Loads % Fleet Total Load
ID Assumption per Week Loads Weekly AssignedCost ($) Assigned($/TL)
1 H-H 2,414 50% 1,342,973 556
2 H-D 3,060 56% 1,606,620 525
3 N-N 2,473 51% 1,399,556 566
4 N-D 3,080 55% 1,647,369 535
5 P-P 2,427 49% 1,310,684 540
6 P-D 2,987 56% 1,531,227 513
7 B-B 2,310 53% 1,293,634 560
8 B-D 2,982 56% 1,568,022 526
9 U-U 2,728 40% 1,555,347 570
10 U-D 3,130 55% 1,624,904 519
11 P/B-P/B 2,289 53% 1,253,699 548
12 P/B-D 2,963 57% 1,528,549 516
13 D-D Avg 2,331 56% 1,344,666 577
14 D-D Base 3,716 54% 2,409,295 648
15 D-D Cor 2,533 56% 1,475,550 582
Table 13: Total (Fleet + For-Hire) Statistics
As you can see, the number of total weekly loads assigned varies significantly while the split
between fleet and for-hire assignments is pretty similar. The very conservative Deterministic
Base scenario results in the highest assigned loads per week, with differences of more than
1,000 TLs compared to the other cases. But the most interesting observation comes from the
last column; the cost per load assigned is very close in all scenarios. This is exactly why the
simulations are important. Each annual plan results, as we explain in the next section, in a
specific fleet size. The larger the fleet size the less the for-hire loads in general but in the same
time too large a fleet can result in idling capacity at the domicile. The simulations were
necessary to examine the robustness of each plan and help us conclude if any of them was
consistently performing better.
6.3 Number of Drivers per Domicile
Each annual plan was associated with a unique number of planned fleet loads. Thus, in each
case the implied number of drivers per domicile was different. In this section we describe the
methodology we used to estimate the number of drivers required by each annual plan. Note
that from that point and to the rest of the thesis we restrict our attention to the all stochastic or
all deterministic scenarios, we neglect the second case of each pair where outbound demand is
assumed deterministic (see Table 9). We used the following formulas to get the number of
drivers per domicile:
TourDist .RestTim TourDist/DriverSpeed +TourTimei = + Re stTime[ D + StopsTimeDriverSpeed DutyTime
The above formula states that the driver time required for each tour is the sum of three
components:
TourDist
: the required driving hours, distance / speed.
DriverSpeed
Re stTime D Drivereed ]: The driver rest hours required according to the US
driving rules. The term in the brackets estimates the driver shifts required and multiplying that
with the rest time gives the total rest hours per tour.
StopsTime: The time required for all loading and unloading to take place in that tour. This
includes the initial origin and the final destination of the tour.
In order to get the total number of drivers for each domicile we had to sum up the individual
tour times, for tours starting and ending at that domicile, and divide by the driver available
hours:
ZVolume *TourTime
* = Number of Drivers at Domicile
DriverAvHrs
The parameter values we used in the above equations are as follows:
Parameter Name Value
Driver Speed 60 mph
Driver Loading/Unloading Time 1hr
Driver Availability 40 hrs
Duty Time 11 hrs
Rest Time 0
Table 14: Getting No of Drivers - Parameter Values
Note that we could have used a value of rest time of 10 hours as stated by the 11/10 US
driving rule, 11 hours driving with 10 hours break. In this case a higher value for the driver
availability parameter should have been used, e.g. 130 hrs.
The next table summarizes the number of drivers assigned per domicile for each annual plan.
For each domicile and scenario we rounded up the values to the closest integer. As expected
the scenarios with the most fleet loads assignments (Table 11) get the most drivers. For
example, the Deterministic Base case which had by far the largest fleet assignments resulted
in almost double fleet size compared to the other scenarios. In addition, it is interesting that
the all histogram and all Poisson scenarios resulted in the exact same number of drivers and
the same is true for the all Binomial and the Poisson/Binomial cases. This information was
then used in the simulation part of our research described in the next section.
Scenario Demand D6011 D6095 D7021 Total No of
ID Assumption Drivers
1 H-H 47 69 14 130
3 N-N 52 73 15 140
5 P-P 47 69 14 130
7 B-B 52 72 14 138
9 U-U 32 56 16 104
11 P/B-P/B 52 72 14 138
13 D-D Avg 58 79 16 153
14 D-D Base 85 125 25 235
15 D-D Cor 63 85 17 165
Table 15: Number of driver per scenario per domicile
7. Simulations
7.1 Cost Analysis
Each annual plan resulted in a specific number of drivers per domicile (Table 15). In order to
evaluate the performance of each plan we simulated 26 weeks of freight demand. As we
explained in section 3, the raw data consisted of historic demand in our network for a period
of 52 weeks. We used the first half of the data to fit the standard distribution models and
deduce the annual plans. The remaining 26 weeks were used as our simulation samples. The
average demand for those weeks was 2,127 TLs/week, the mimimum demand for a week was
473 TLs and the maximum 2,463 TLs. Only during two of the 26 weeks was the demand
lower than 2,000 TLs. The volumes for all the 26 weeks can be found in Appendix B.
The simulation process was identical for all of the annual plans. Each time we were starting
by setting the number of drivers per domicile according to the plan. Then, for each week we
ran the optimizer with the known, deterministic, demand. SFA was now producing a weekly
execution plan with some of the loads assigned to fleet tours and the remaining loads assigned
to the for-hire carriers. Note that we were not fixing the tours according to the annual plans as
we did for the number of drivers. SFA was producing instead the best execution plan given
the available resources for each scenario.
There were two possibilities for each simulated week and scenario; use all available drivers or
have excess drivers sitting at the domiciles. In the first case, the driver constraint in the LP
was binding and any extra loads that would make economic sense to be assigned by SFA to
the fleet had to be left for the for-hire carrier. In the second case, the optimizer would
optimally divide the loads between the fleet and the for-hire carrier. However, the number of
drivers required for the fleet assignments would be less than the available resources, i.e.
excess drivers at the domiciles.
If the number of drivers assigned to each domicile was too low, cost would increase due to
excessive dependency on the for-hire option. Think about a tour with three legs; the truck
starts from a DC (domicile) moves loaded to a store, then empty to a vendor and finally
loaded back to the DC. Assume that ideally SFA would assign five loads to this fleet tour for
a random week but the available resources could only support four. In that case we would
have to pay the for-hire carrier to execute the two extra loads in the two legs (DC-S, V-DC).
Fleet Tour For-Hire Option
Full Full
DC V DC I
Full / Empty Full
Figure 17: Fleet and For-Hire options for same loads
In the opposite case, that we have assigned many more drivers than the required amount, we
obviously have to pay for resources that we are not utilizing. In the present thesis, we
assumed that we pay a penalty of $2,000 per week for each driver idling at a domicile. Below
we present two tables summarizing our simulation results in terms of cost. The first table
contains the average fleet, for-hire and total cost over the 26 weeks for each scenario. The
second table consists of the sum of the three costs for the 26 weeks. In all cases, we list the
values before and after we apply the penalty for excess drivers.
Note that while the cost elements look similar to the annual plans' tables (section 6.2 The
Fifteen Annual Plans), there are two significant differences. The fleet cost is now a realized
value and not a projected maximum as we have explained. In addition, the for-hire values are
a realized instead of an expected cost. The total cost is the sum of the fleet and for-hire costs
and the penalty for excess drivers at the domiciles. In the final column we calculated the
difference between the best solutions, i.e. histogram and Poisson, and all the other scenarios.
Average Values (per week)
For-Hire Fleet + Excess Penalty Total % Diff
($) FH ($) Drivers ($) Cost ($) over best
Histogram 323,122 852,842 1,175,964 4.71 9,425 1,185,389 0.0%
Poisson 323,122 852,842 1,175,964 4.71 9,425 1,185,389 0.0%
Pois/Binom
342,536 831,889 1,174,425 6.57 13,144 1,187,568 0.2%
Binomial 342,536 831,889 1,174,425 6.57 13,144 1,187,568 0.2%
Normal 346,717 827,490 1,174,207 7.26 14,517 1,188,724 0.3%
Uniform 243,952 943,936 1,187,888 4.28 8,563 1,196,451 0.9%
Determ
Average 361,964 811,433 1,173,397 15.48 30,953 1,204,349 1.6%
Determ
Corrected 364,433 808,878 1,173,311 26.71 53,421 1,226,732 3.5%
Determ
Base 364,969 808,340 1,173,310 96.55 193,099 1,366,409 15.3%
Table 16: Average values over the 26 weeks
Summation Values (26 weeks)
% Diff
For-Hire Fleet + FH Excess Penalty Total CostScenario Fleet ($) ($) ($) Drivers ($) ($)over
Histogram 8,401,174 22,173,881 30,575,054 122.53 245,054 30,820,109 0.0%best
Histogram 8,401,174 22,173,881 30,575,054 122.53 245,054 30,820,109 0.0%
Poisson 8,401,174 22,173,881 30,575,054 122.53 245,054 30,820,109 0.0%
Pois/Binom 0.2%
Binomial 8,905,928 21,629,115 30,535,043 170.87 341,734 30,876,778 0.2%
Binomial 8,905,928 21,629,115 30,535,043 170.87 341,734 30,876,778 0.2%
Normal 9,014,654 21,514,731 30,529,385 188.72 377,446 30,906,831 0.3%
Uniform 6,342,757 24,542,331 30,885,088 111.31 222,625 31,107,713 0.9%
Determ
Average 9,411,055 21,097,254 30,508,309 402.39 804,772 31,313,081 1.6%
Determ
Corrected 9,475,253 21,030,833 30,506,086 694.47 1,388,940 31,895,026 3.5%
Determ
Base 9,489,205 21,016,850 30,506,056 2510.29 5,020,585 35,526,640 15.3%
Table 17: Sum of values for the 26 weeks
In both of the above tables we observe that as expected the higher the number of drivers
assigned the lower the for-hire cost and the higher the fleet cost. For example, compare the
deterministic scenarios to the uniform distribution which according to the annual plan had the
fewest drivers of all (Table 15). In the same time, over conservative scenarios such as the base
deterministic resulted in lots of excess drivers and large cost penalties.
All in all, in terms of total cost the histogram and Poisson scenarios ranked first. Nevertheless,
the next three were very close with only 0.2% and 0.3% cost difference. Note that in two
cases, histogram-Poisson and Binomial - Poisson/Binomial, the values listed are identical.
This is because the associated annual plans came up with the exact same number of drivers.
For the same resources the best solution is one and only (same assignments, same tours etc)
and that is why costs are identical.
An interesting observation is that all stochastic scenarios performed better than any of the
three deterministic cases. We were expecting that for the very conservative base deterministic
case where we planned for demand well above the historic averages but not so for the other
two. Even the poor assumption of Uniform demand resulted in lower cost. In general, it seems
that as long as we make a reasonable stochastic demand assumption we get good solutions in
terms of transportation cost.
A second observation comes from the fact that the Poisson / Binomial scenario fails to
perform better than single distribution model scenarios. We have explained that we tried to
improve our lane demand modeling by using two standard models instead of a single one and
we designed a simple heuristic to achieve that. If this scenario was to result in better solutions,
this would mean that it would make sense to look for the best distribution model lane by lane.
However, that is not the case and it does not seem to worth spending time in that direction.
What is more, because the top five solutions were close in terms of total cost we also looked
in exactly how many of the 26 weeks one of the solutions was ranked first. Table 18 shows
again that there is not much separating the stochastic scenarios with the exception of the
Uniform distribution.
Scenario Weeks Ranked 1st
Histogram - Poisson 7




Table 18: Number of weeks a scenario resulted in the lowest cost
Finally, in the next figure we plotted the distribution of excess drivers over the 26 weeks. In
order the graph to be easier to read we only included the best and worst stochastic scenarios,
the base deterministic and the corrected deterministic (Determ Cor). The black dots at the top
of the graph are the number of loads for each week and they read to the right Y-axis. As you
can see, in the week with the lowest demand (week 21, 473 TLs) we had lots of excess drivers
for all scenarios. Nevertheless, in the majority of the weeks we were practically using all
available drivers in the histogram and uniform scenarios. The corrected deterministic case
resulted in about 15-25 idle drivers for most of the weeks while the base deterministic
scenario performed poorly with a large number of excess drivers in all 26 weeks.
Figure 18: Distribution of excess drivers for the 26 simulated weeks
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7.2 Service Level Considerations
The Company's rules in real life operations is to use the internal fleet for all outbound loads
(DC-Store). In our analysis we did not force that constraint. Instead, SFA was producing the
optimal network solutions for the given demand assumptions. Due to service quality
considerations, similar to those we discussed in section 2.5, the Company prefers to use the
private fleet for outbound loads even if the overall network solution is non-optimal in terms of
transportation cost.
Because we allowed SFA to use the for-hire option in outbound lanes, we had to find a way to
compare the service level between our scenarios. In order to achieve that, we treated all for-
hire loads in those lanes as service failures. The higher the number of failures, i.e. for-hire
loads, the worse the performance of the scenario. In order to produce easier to understand
graphs, we focus our attention in this section in only three of our eight scenarios: the
histogram, the Uniform distribution and the corrected deterministic. In other words, we
compare the best stochastic solution with the worst stochastic and the improved deterministic
case. Remember that histogram and Poisson resulted in exactly the same simulation
performance due to the identical number of drivers allocated at domiciles. Thus, in the graph
and table below all values listed for the histogram case apply also to the Poisson scenario.
As we can see in Table 19, on average for the 26 weeks the histogram resulted in about 5%
more service failures compared to the corrected deterministic. In the case of the Uniform
distribution half of the outbound loads were executed by the fleet and half by the for-hire
carrier, the highest percentage of service failures. In the graph below the table we plot the
distribution of the for-hire share in outbound loads during our simulated period. The data is
binned, for example 40%-43% means greater or equal to 40% and less than 43%. It is clear
that the corrected deterministic was consistently performing better but the histogram scenario
was not far behind.
Deterministic
Outbound Loads Histogram Uniform Corrected
Avg For-Hire (TLs/week) 664 798 591
Avg Total (TLs/week) 1,545 1,545 1,545
% For-Hire 43% 52% 38%
Total Solution Cost $1,185,389 $1,196,451 $1,226,732
Table 19: Expected Service Failures for the three scenarios
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Figure 19: Percentage of For-Hire Outbound loads for three scenarios
While in terms of cost we discussed that the stochastic scenarios performed better compared
to the deterministic cases, in terms of service failure our conclusions are different. First of all,
a bad stochastic assumption such as the uniform resulted in an average cost solution and high
number of service failures, thus overall the worst performance. More importantly our best
stochastic solution is associated on average with 5% more service failures compared to the
revised deterministic case. As a result, there is a trade-off between achieving the lowest cost
network solution and maintaining a high service level as defined by the Company's rules.
This trade-off becomes less important when considering implementation issues in daily
operations. This is discussed in the following section when we summarize our findings and
conclusions.
8. Conclusions
The purpose of the present research project was to examine whether using probabilistic
distribution models to model the freight demand could improve the network solutions
produced by the Stochastic Flow Analyzer (SFA). Our work was based on four standard
models: Poisson, Binomial, Uniform and Normal distribution. We also used a non-parametric
model, the empirical distribution function by feeding the optimizer with the demand
histograms for each freight lane. All the stochastic scenarios were compared to a set of three
deterministic cases, constructed with different assumptions about the fixed volumes.
We defined a small sub-network, about 5% of the national one, for which SFA produced a set
of fifteen annual plans. Each plan was associated with a different demand assumption and
resulted in a number of drivers (or equivalently fleet size) to be assigned to each domicile.
Then, for nine of the fifteen scenarios we simulated the real demand for a period of 26 weeks
based on historical data. The goal was to test the robustness of each plan and find out whether
any of them was performing consistently better.
We used two metrics to evaluate the performance of our scenarios. The first one was overall
transportation cost. This consisted of three elements: fleet cost, for-hire carrier cost and
penalty for excess drivers idling at the domiciles. The second metric was more qualitative in
nature. It was based on the Company's rules that in the real network outbound lanes (DC-
Stores) should be served by the internal fleet due to service level considerations. Thus, all
outbound loads assigned to the for-hire carrier were treated as service failures.
In terms of transportation cost, the histogram and Poisson scenarios ranked first. However, the
savings compared to the other stochastic scenarios with the exception of Uniform distribution
were small, less than 1%. Most importantly, we showed that as long as we make a reasonable
probabilistic assumption we get solutions performing well in terms of network cost and better
than any deterministic case. We also concluded that there is no reason to spend time trying to
decide lane by lane which model is a better fit.
In terms of service failures our observations were different. The deterministic cases were
performing better compared to our stochastic scenarios. The histogram (and the Poisson)
scenario resulted in 5% more service failures than the corrected deterministic case. Therefore,
there is clearly a trade-off between transportation cost and service level.
A third point that needs to be made is about implementation issues in daily operations.
Feeding SFA with fixed lane demand based on the average volumes and standard deviations
is a fast and straightforward procedure. In contrast, constructing histograms or fitting
distribution models is more time consuming, data intensive and requires better understanding
of statistics. Additionally, we showed that small improvements in the method used to estimate
the fixed volumes result in deterministic solutions within 4% of the best stochastic solution.
All these along with the lower service failures result in a smaller trade-off between stochastic
and deterministic scenarios.
To sum up, we showed that transportation cost savings can be realized by using probabilistic
models to represent the freight demand in our network. However, due to the current Company
rules about outbound lanes and implementation issues switching to stochastic assumptions
becomes less attractive. If the Company chooses to proceed with a probabilistic model we
would choose the empirical distribution, i.e. the histogram scenario. This is because the
histogram does not depend on fitting assumptions as the standard models and also people are
less familiar with concepts such as Poisson or Binomial distributed demand. On the other
hand if the decision making process continues to be based on deterministic means, it is very
important to refine the methodology used to decide the lane fixed volumes.
Finally we include a list of suggested topics for future research work:
* Compare the performance of histogram and deterministic scenarios into a larger
network than the one used in the present thesis.
* Repeat analysis with relays.
* Carry out sensitivity analysis by modifying the parameter values used, especially fleet
and for-hire rates to test impact on our conclusions.
* Carry out simulations where demand samples are not based on historical observations,
for example generate normal distributed random samples.
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Appendix A
Lane V952-D7021, sample mean = 9.192 TLs/weel, stdev = 2.672, mean / stdev = 3.440
Poisson Distribution Goodness of Fit Test Binomial Distribution Goodness of Fit Test
Frequency Table Frequency Table
Volume Volume
(TLs/week) Observed Expected Obs-Exp (TLs/week) Observed Expected Obs-Exp
0 1 0.005 0.995 0 1 0.000 1.000
1 0 0.049 -0.049 1 0 0.001 -0.001
2 0 0.224 -0.224 2 0 0.013 -0.013
3 0 0.685 -0.685 3 0 0.083 -0.083
4 1 1.575 -0.575 4 1 0.363 0.637
5 1 2.896 -1.896 5 1 1.176 -0.176
6 2 4.437 -2.437 6 2 2.912 -0.912
7 7 5.826 1.174 7 7 5.617 1.383
8 8 6.694 1.306 8 8 8.532 -0.532
9 9 6.837 2.163 9 9 10.241 -1.241
10 8 6.285 1.715 10 8 9.679 -1.679
11 6 5.252 0.748 11 6 7.129 -1.129
12 4 4.023 -0.023 12 4 4.011 -0.011
13 3 2.845 0.155 13 3 1.666 1.334
14 1 1.868 -0.868 14 1 0.482 0.518
15 0 1.145 -1.145 15 0 0.087 -0.087
16 1 1.353 -0.353 16 1 0.007 0.993
NOTE: The expected frequencies calculated for NOTE: The expected frequencies calculated for
the data violate the assumption that no more than the data violate the assumption that no more
20% of values are less than 5 and that no values than 20% of values are less than 5 and that no
are less than 1. The results must be interpreted values are less than 1. The results must be
with caution. Either the pooling of categories or interpreted with caution. Either the pooling of
further sampling to increase the sample size categories or further sampling to increase the
should be conducted sample size should be conducted
Test Results Test Results
Statistic Value DF P Statistic Value DF P
Chi-Square 194.022 15 0.000 Chi-Square 16806.04 15 0.000
Log- Log-
Likelihood 18.502 15 0.237 Likelihood 29.049 15 0.016
Re-pooling of categories to satisfy chi-square test requirements.
Poisson Distribution Goodness of Fit Test Binomial Distribution Goodness of Fit Test
Frequency Table Frequency Table
Column D Observed Expected Obs-Exp Column D Observed Expected Obs-Exp
0-7 12 15.697 -3.697 0-7 12 10.165 1.835
8 8 6.694 1.306 8 8 8.532 -0.532
9 9 6.837 2.163 9 9 10.241 -1.241
10 8 6.285 1.715 10 8 9.679 -1.679
11 6 5.252 0.748 11 6 7.129 -1.129
12-16 9 11.234 -2.234 12-16 9 6.254 2.746
Test Results Test Results
Statistic Value DF P Statistic Value DF P
Chi-
Square 2.828 5 0.727 Chi-Square 2.191 5 0.822
Log- Log-
Likelihood 2.818 5 0.728 Likelihood 2.063 5 0.840
Appendix B
Week TLs Week TLs
200813 1st 2324 200826 14th 2162
200814 2nd 2147 200827 15th 2177
200815 3rd 2237 200828 16th 2200
200816 4th 2264 200829 17th 2130
200817 5th 2270 200830 18th 2115
200818 6th 2131 200831 19th 2055
200819 7th 2275 200832 20th 2055
200820 8th 2308 200833 21st 473
200821 9th 2263 200834 22nd 1923
200822 10th 2462 200835 23rd 2022
200823 11th 2191 200836 24th 2007
200824 12th 2031 200837 25th 2098
200825 13th 2132 200838 26th 2048
Table 20: Total TLs for the 26 simulated weeks
